Preread:
- Read the Chapter Title
- What will be talked about in this chapter?
- Read- Identify the Big Idea on Pg 114. You will answer this question at the end of these notes.
- Skim and Scan rest of the chapter- Be sure to pay attention to section headings, subheadings, maps, illustrations.

Read: Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:
- Questioning ideas
- Clarifying concepts
- Summarizing information
- Predicting next steps

Post Reading: Answer the following questions
New England’s Freehold Society:
- List the New England Colonies:
  1)  2)  3)  4)
- What was the role of women in New England Society?
  - What ideas, institutions, and responsibilities shaped New England Farm women’s lives?
  - What were some major restrictions on Women?
- How was the life of a man in New England different?
- Describe how land was past down:
- How did this shape society differently than in England?
- What factors threatened the freeholder ideal in Mid-century New England?
- What strategies were then used by farming families to preserve it?
Define: **Household mode of production:**

Thinking like a Historian- Page 118-119

Read pages 118-119

-Choose one of the 5 questions on 119 to answer:

Question # ________________

Diversity in the Middle Colonies:

List the Middle Colonies:

1) 2) 3) 4)

-Who was a **tenant farmer** and why didn’t he own land in New York?

-How did rapid immigration and economic growth trigger conflict in the Middle colonies?

-Was there really cultural diversity in the Middle colonies?

-What role did the German immigrant play in the **redemptioner** system?

-Explain the identity of the **Scots-Irish**:

-What issues divided the various ethnic and religious groups of the Middle colonies? What core values united them?